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Fritz Wunderlich: “Naturalness is what's most important in singing. Far too much is said about 
method. Even singing teachers tend to overestimate the technical aspect of singing. Basically, there 
is only one method: the method which produces an absolutely natural sound. One achieves this 
natural sound production by altering as little as possible when one sings, and plays on the 
reverberating note like a musical instrument. Doing this also helps conserve air. In striving for a 
cantilena, a bel canto, one must recognize that there is only a single sound, through which one 
produces various vowel sounds. Someone who sings naturally requires no particular method.”

Wunderlich gave this interview one year before his death, two years after his career had taken a 
dramatic new turn which would lead all his singing in a new direction. What had happened?

Lyric tenor Fritz Wunderlich was the new Mozart singer, giving guest performances in Vienna and 
at other major opera houses; he sang at Salzburg, and went on concert tours. Agencies scrambled to 
sign him. Of course, he also gave Lieder recitals, and delighted audiences and critics alike. 

However, after one such evening at the vast Herkulessaal in Munich, one of Germany's finest music 
critics, Walter Panofsky, confirmed that he was truly a great opera singer, but that he had no idea of 
how to sing Lieder.

Wunderlich was stupefied – because he felt that Panofsky was right.

His friend Hermann Prey helpfully suggested that Wunderlich seek the advice of Hubert Giesen in 
Stuttgart, a world-renowned accompanist.
Wunderlich set off immediately, met Giesen in Stuttgart, and they started with Schumann's 
Dichterliebe.

After the first page, Giesen stopped playing, and Wunderlich asked “What do you think?” Giesen: 
“Shall I be honest?” Wunderlich: “That's why I'm here.” Giesen: “Well then... it's rather awful.” 
“Exactly,” replied Wunderlich relieved, “I think so too.”

They commenced working in earnest, and did not stop for several hours. Finally, they had 
intensively labored through four bars of music where Giesen was satisfied with diction, timbre and 
legato.

Wunderlich had to return to Munich. But the very next morning he called and told Giesen that he  
had canceled an operetta production with the Radio Orchestra of Cologne in order to resume 
practicing with him. Giesen spent the next three days in Munich, and they continued their work.

Wunderlich canceled further contracts, declined invitations, and worked doggedly with him, in both 
Munich and Stuttgart. The great tenor was 33 at the time, and he considered himself Giesen's pupil 
throughout their collaboration, i.e. until Wunderlich's untimely death.
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